Position Description
Investment Analyst

Investment Analyst
The Investment Analyst works directly with Consultants to provide investment advisory services to client investment pools
(e.g., pension funds). The Investment Analyst is responsible for managing the client investment fund reporting process,
establishing and maintaining knowledge of a broad range of investments and managers, and contributing to investment and
economic research. The Investment Analyst is directly involved in all aspects of the investment consulting process and will
have direct interaction with the clients.
The Investment Analyst is expected to have a high level of general investment knowledge and, ideally (but not necessarily),
be familiar with the investment consulting and investment management industries. Additionally, candidates should possess
three or more years of relevant experience, and should be enrolled in the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Program.
Required Skills:


MBA, CFA Program, and/or CAIA Program enrollee (or designee)



A minimum of three years of relevant experience, ideally in finance/investing



Sound understanding of economic and investment theory and practices



Solid quantitative skills, including facility with financial and statistical concepts



Superior written and verbal communication skills



Superb computer skills, including facility with Microsoft Office Suite



Excellent attention to detail



Ability to gather, organize, coordinate, and interpret data from disparate sources



Ability to work efficiently and accurately under pressure and to meet deadlines



Ability to work independently and to proactively seek new responsibilities



Ability to work well with employees from other company departments and offices



Ability to travel periodically, up to 20% of the time

Essential Responsibilities:


Participate regularly in client meetings for one or more clients.



Contribute to the firm’s research activities, as needed.



Manage report preparation and production for assigned clients, including producing financial data, number‐checking,
writing, and proofing quarterly reports.



Calculate and verify client‐related investment data.



Gather and organize financial data related to client accounts and investment managers and strategies.



Assist consultants in the production of client investment policy statements, asset allocation recommendations,
and related advisory services.



Assist consultants in all aspects of client Fund Coordination services, including interacting with investment managers,
custody banks, and other vendors as needed.



Utilize investment‐related software programs to aid in the evaluation of client investment structures and in the
formulation of recommendations.



Develop resources that contribute to improvements in the quality of the company’s investment advisory services.



Develop resources that create and enhance timely and efficient workflow.



Assist with marketing initiatives, including writing Requests for Proposals, developing marketing exhibits, and
participating in marketing presentations.
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Fulfill any and all other duties deemed necessary by management.

Job Performance Evaluation Criteria Include:


Accuracy and timeliness of work product



Growth in knowledge base, including general investment and economic topics, as well as client‐related issues



Degree to which specialized knowledge is communicated and available to other investment staff



Level of proficiency with investment‐related software



Effectiveness of communication, both verbal and written, in conveying knowledge, eliciting necessary
information, and meeting predefined objectives



Contribution to improvements in the quality of the company’s investment advisory services



Contribution to improvements in the efficiency of the company’s analytical processes and procedures



Maintenance of good working relationships with other employees



Levels of satisfaction of consultants as users of the Analyst’s services

About Meketa Investment Group

Meketa Investment Group is an employee‐owned full service investment consulting and advisory firm. We work
with some of the nation’s largest and most sophisticated institutional investors including public and private plan
sponsors. We have a staff of over 200 employees among our six U.S. office locations and London.
Meketa recognizes that our workforce is a reflection of our company, and we operate in an inclusive environment
that accepts and promotes diversity. We believe our employees can best serve our clients in an atmosphere where
individuals are treated fairly, where professional growth is developed and encouraged, and where a healthy
balance between work and home life is respected and preserved. To support employees, Meketa offers a
competitive compensation structure, a wide range of benefits from core insurance benefits to time‐based
benefits, as well as flexible schedules and support for continuing education.
Meketa is an Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer.
If reasonable accommodation is needed to participate in the job application or interview process, to perform
essential job functions, and/or to receive other benefits and privileges of employment, please contact us.
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